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Abstract 

Existing personal and network encryption application modes are summarized, and a new 

kind of offline team confidential document application mode is defined and analyzed for 

satisfying special confidential demand in practical. In this mode, confidential electronic 

documents are classified by team’s role. Team is the smallest unit of key distribution, and 

access authority is allowed to be delivered between teams. PKI system dependable on 

Intranet or Internet is forbidden to use in this mode. In response, a cross-access method 

based on offline key management for this new mode is proposed, algorithms for 

authorization, encryption, authentication, and decryption in this method are described in 

detail through an implement example of transparent encryption system using Microsoft Office 

plug-in technology. 

Keywords: confidential document, cross-access, offline key management, transparent 

encryption, plug-in 

1. Introduction 

For security teams looking to secure file data in storage, there are a plethora of choices 

available, and each has its specific set of strengths and limitations. 

There are diverse electronic document encryption products on the market. Result of 

investigation on these products shows that these products can be categorized into two types. 

One is encrypting file system provided by operating system such as transparent encrypting 

file system in secure linux [1-3] or in windows 2000,windows xp ,or windows 7 [13-15]. 

Cryptographic file systems typically provide security by encrypting entire files or directories. 

This has the advantage of simplicity, but does not allow for fine-grained protection of data 

within very large files. This is not an issue in most general-purpose systems, but can be very 

important in scientific applications where some but not all of the output data is sensitive or 

classified. The other is encryption tools developed by the software or hardware manufacturers 

other than operating system manufacturers, including transparent file encryption based on 

filter driver [4-5] and file encryption based on virtual disk [6, 20-21]. The first, encryption 

utilities that encrypt files/folders directly. These utilities encrypt discrete files and/or folders 

directly, in contrast to utilities that encrypt and store files in volumes (archives, i.e., container 

files). File-based utilities may operate in batch mode or in on-the-fly mode. Second, virtual-

drive encryption utilities create volumes (encrypted containers/archives) which can be 

mounted in the file-system as virtual drives. These drives can contain both files and folders. 

The computer's file system can read, write and create documents in real time, directly in 

clear-text. Virtual-drive utilities operate in on-the-fly mode. Third, Full-drive encryption 

utilities encrypt entire storage devices, e.g., hard-drives, drive partitions and USB drives. 
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Some of the utilities in this category can also encrypt the drive that the operating system itself 

is installed on. Fourth, Client-side encryption utilities for the cloud: A newly emerged 

category. These utilities encrypt files before they are uploaded to cloud sync/storage 

locations. The files are encrypted in transit and while at rest in the cloud. Cloud encryption 

utilities employ various forms of virtualization to present clear-text client-side, and they 

operate in on-the-fly mode. 

The attestation of encryption file system in windows operating system occurs during 

windows logon, if users logon successfully, they will be authorized automatically to read any 

data in an encrypted file without any more attestation.  So if windows logon password is 

cracked, all encryption data stored in encrypting file system may leak out. Another flaw lies 

in that if the file is copied out of NTFS file system, the file will be decrypted and stored as 

plaintext automatically. 

Virtual disk technology is used in Encryption software tools such as Data coffer or file 

coffer. One shortage of this encryption tools is that user must copy the file into coffer disk 

manually after finishing editing a file, otherwise the file will not be encrypted. Another 

shortage of coffer disk is that migrating encrypting files is not allowed. 

Transparent encryption technology can decrypt or encrypts file data automatically when 

user opens or saves file. This technology is achieved by using system file drivers or system 

API hook. Because need resident in memory and monitoring user’s file operation ，this 

technology will consume more CPU or memory sources and lead windows operating system 

to more unstable, even crash. 

There are four kinds of encryption application mode nowadays. The first is personal 

encryption application mode on single computer such as encryption file system [1- 2, 16- 17] 

and professional encryption tools [4-6, 11-12, 18]. The second is personal encryption 

application mode of network storage [7-8]. Common characteristics of these two modes 

include: key management is simple, no key exchange among users. The third is Intranet 

interactive encryption application mode and the fourth is Internet interactive encryption 

application mode. These two modes are all based on complicated key exchange and 

management mechanism, and there are more security risks about these modes [9-10, 22]. 

There are others methods and technologies being proposed in recent years [23-36]. A new 

security architecture for cloud computing platform is proposed by Kawser Wazed Naf [25]. 

This architecture ensures secure communication system and hiding information from others. 

AES based file encryption system and asynchronous key system for exchanging information 

or data is included in this model. This structure can be easily applied with main cloud 

computing features, e.g., PaaS, SaaS and IaaS. This model also includes onetime password 

system for user authentication process. A new file encryption algorithm based on two-

dimensional logistic and the traditional DES algorithm is discussed by Dongming Chen [27]. 

It expounds the theory of logistic map and traditional DES algorithm and the principle of 

encrypting and decrypting. The algorithm generates the chaos sequences by using two-

dimensional logistic map, and the chaos sequences are encrypted by DES algorithm. The new 

key is employed in file encryption. The chaotic characteristics of the algorithm increase the 

difficulty of deciphering, improve the time efficiency and make the encrypted files more safe. 

The development and application status in quo of RSA encrypt algorithm are  recommended 

in detail in paper [29], and the feasibility and meaning of RSA used for file encryption is  

demonstrated. It makes the RSA Encrypt algorithm come true and researches on the 

algorithm of key-pair generation, designs a fully applied RSA file-encrypt and file-decrypt 

solution, optimizes the RSA encrypt algorithm in key-pair generating and complete with 

coding. A method and apparatus for secure transparent backup and encryption of data 

including compression are proposed by Leif Olov Billstrom [31], elimination of redundant 
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information, all working integrated whether data is stored locally or shared in networks. 

When data is shared in networks, several computers may access encrypted objects 

simultaneously with the same limitations as for non-encrypted objects. The method and 

apparatus can automatically and invisible take backups and can easily restore any object to 

the exact content as it existed for a selected point in time using a snapshot capability in 

combination with the user interface described that has its focus on making the use very easy 

for the end user. Jiang Tao Geng  presents a matrix-based electronic document encryption and 

decryption algorithm, which relies on a special class of matrices combinatorial problems, the 

method to improve the security of electronic document system is feasible and effective [32]. 

A key security mechanism used for enterprise LAN computers and mobile terminals is 

discussed [33]. The paper focuses on the key mechanisms of the system, including the 

method of key generation, key distribution, key storage or key backup. The security LAN 

system is based on the minifilter driver, which achieves transparent encryption and decryption 

result without interference of users. The mechanism is also applicable for distribution of 

private keys to the mobile terminals. Protection about the data in mobile storage is discussed 

in paper [34]. The team proposed an a protection scheme for classified documents, which is 

based on kernel level file filtering system, implements a set of data protection system for 

mobile storage medium. First, through the transparent encryption technology, ensure that 

unauthorized visitors cannot access classified documents; Then through the file redirection 

technology, make sure that the decrypted data is under the comprehensive protection when 

authorized users are in the normal using process; Finally, clear the temporary file on the disk 

and the data trace in the memory, ensure that no using trace left on the computer. This project 

has realized comprehensive security protection for classified documents, and achieve the goal 

that classified devices can be used on unclassified computer safely. A new advanced 

symmetric key cryptographic method called NJJSAA is introduced by A. D. Rangaswamy 

[35]. A. D. Rangaswamy introduced new bit manipulation method for data encryption and 

decryption of any file. Based on some symmetric key methods where they have used some 

randomized key matrix for encryption and decryption methods, in the present work A. D. 

Rangaswamy has used a bit manipulation method which include bit exchange, right shift and 

XOR operation on the incoming bits. To exchange bits a randomized key matrix of size 

(16x16) is used. The present method allows the multiple encryption and multiple decryption. 

To initiate the encryption process a user has to enter a text-key which may be maximum of 16 

characters long. From the text-key the authors have calculated randomization number and the 

encryption number. A slight change in the text-key will change the randomization number 

and the encryption number quite a lot. Multiple encryption using bit exchange, bit right shift 

and XOR operations makes the system very secured. The present method is a block cipher 

method and it can be applied to encrypt data in sensor network or in mobile network. The 

advantage of the present method is that one can apply this method on top of any other 

standard algorithm such as DES, AES or RSA. The method is suitable to encrypt any large or 

small file. There is a scope to further enhance the present method of encryption. An efficient 

RC4 based secure content sniffing for web browsers is presented by Shweta Pandey [37], 

which supporting textual files (word, pdf, text), web files(.jsp,.php.html) and image files also. 

In this work, the authors send the text data and image files by applying RC4 encryption 

algorithm. Data is then partition in several parts for reducing the file overhead and then the 

data will be sending with the extra bit of 0 and 1 for identifying the attack. The work will 

secure the encryption mechanism from the traditional file including wide variety of file 

formats. 

Studies have shown that, in practical application, there is also another kind of application 

mode called offline team confidential document application mode. Requirements about this 
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application mode are analyzed and defined in this paper, a cross-access method based on 

offline key management is proposed for this mode, and a new kind of transparent encryption 

system is implemented based on this method using Microsoft Office plug-in technology. 

 

2. Offline Team Confidential Document Application Mode 

When it comes to deploying encryption, it is important to carefully assess how an offering 

would be integrated and administered. Fundamentally, you want to implement an alternative 

that solves your current problem, but that does not create a set of new ones. Therefore, it is 

important to ensure a given platform works in your existing infrastructure. How much time 

and how many resources need to be invested to deploy the platform in a production 

environment? How intrusive is the solution? Does the environment need to re-architected? 

Will existing tools and processes, such as replication and backup, work when the new 

solution is employed? Can the solution be integrated with standard enterprise tools, such as 

your existing directory infrastructure, whether Active Directory, LDAP, Kerberos, and so on? 

How much administrative effort will be required on a day-to-day basis? Is it highly available, 

featuring capabilities for both disaster recovery and system failures? 

In practical, among some branches or departments, there is a kind of demand for 

confidential electronic document: access authorization to electronic documents are classified  

by unit of team, there are one or more members in a team, and only members of the team can 

access those confidential electronic documents. Specially, there are loose coupling 

relationships among teams. Loose coupling refers to that there exist exchanges to access 

confidential electronic documents between teams, however, these exchanges are uncertain, 

temporary, non-recurrent, or are dispensable. A member of a team can authorize access 

authorization of an electronic document to another team, and this transfer of authorization 

must be audited afterwords. Exchange of electronic documents may be done through usb-

disk, optical-disk or network among teams, but team’s key must only be distributed and 

transferred by offline because PKI system dependable on Intranet or Internet is forbidden to 

use in this branches or departments. In this mode, team is the smallest unit of authorization, 

distinguishing from above-mentioned any mode which the smallest authorization unit is 

individual.  

 

3. Cross-access Method and Offline Key Management 

The employment of cryptographic techniques using symmetric keys can be considered as a 

simple way to protect data. The major problem is that one cannot assure that parties involved 

in a transaction can meet physically, or even know each other beforehand. In these 

circumstances, the provision of security services is challenging, and this is particularly true 

for user authentication. 

Public-key systems are based on the fact that every user has two keys, a public and a 

private one. The public key is accessible by the public and can be requested from a directory 

service, whereas the private key is kept secret by its owner. The dual way of using the public 

and private parts of the key pair-encrypting with the public key and decrypting with the 

private one, or encrypting with the private key and decrypting with the public one-allows to 

apply asymmetric cryptography for encryption/decryption of data, distribution of shared 

secret keys, and generation/verification of digital signatures. 

How cryptographic keys are managed can be a make-or-break factor in the overall success 

of an encryption deployment. Why? First, if keys are not secure, the data they protect will not 

be secure. Second, if keys are lost or inaccessible, the data they were used to encrypt will also 

be unavailable. 
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How secure is key material, both when they are in use and when stored and backed up? As 

mentioned, encrypted data is only as secure as the keys. Therefore, it is important to ensure 

keys are always highly secure and never available in clear text. When it comes to key 

administration, a platform should enable organizations to require that such sensitive tasks as 

key rotation or deletion can only be performed by multiple administrators. Access to keys 

should also be secured through two-factor authentication. 

Losing keys can be an unrecoverable disaster, and this is a particularly significant danger 

in storage environments where one key can govern the access to an entire volume of 

encrypted data. An encryption platform needs to offer robust mechanisms to ensure that keys 

are always available when needed. Key management. Policies and mandates may require data 

to be re-encrypted with new keys on a regular basis. Does the platform facilitate those 

efforts? Encryption platforms should offer capabilities for managing keys across their 

lifecycle, including creation, rotation, backup, and deletion. To streamline the administrative 

effort required, they should offer automated policies for key rotation. 

Over the years, many disparate encryption deployments have sprung up across most 

organizations. Managing keys separately for different encryption deployments-for example, 

one for applications, one for storage, one for databases, and so on-results in more complexity 

and administrative effort, and ultimately makes it difficult to apply security policies 

consistently across an organization. Given that, it is important to look for a central key 

management platform that can manage keys from multiple key generators, for example, 

through the use of the OASIS Key Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP) standard. 

Asymmetric key encryption infrastructure is adopted in this method, and this cross-access 

method can be further described as following: (1) Team secrecy (or secrecy data) can be 

exchanged through peer-to-peer network, network servers, or portable storage device, (2) 

Asymmetric key is distributed to team, that is, each member of a team has same public key 

and private key, (3) Symmetric key generated randomly is used to encrypt secrecy data, 

public key of team is used to sign and protect symmetric key, private key of team is used to 

unsign digital signature, (4) All keys, including symmetric key, public key and private key, 

are stored in hardware smart usb-key for distribution and using, (5) Each smart usb-key has a 

unique hardware serial number to identify a team member with each other, (6) Offline key 

management server is set up for use of key distributing, managing and auditing, (7) Smart 

usb-key, as a carrier of keys for encrypting/decrypting electronic document, must be updated 

regularly on offline key management server. 

Particularly, smart usb-key is used as carrier of key in this method. There are 32KB storage 

space in smart usb-key. A list of all team’s public key are stored in this 32KB space in each 

smart usb-key. Every record in this list includes two items: identity of team and public key of 

team, illustrating as Table 1. 

Table 1. Structure of List of Team Public Key 

Team’s identity Team’s public key 

Identity of Team A PKA 

Identity of Team B PKB 

Identity of Team C PKC 

Identity of Team D PKD 

… … 

 

Security administrator initializes each smart usb-key on offline key management server. 

Procedure of initializing smart usb-key is: (1) Generate public and private key pair 

<PKu ,SKu > for each team randomly, (2) Create a list including all team’s public key, and 
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write this list into each smart usb-key, (3) Security administrator distributes these smart usb-

keys to members of each team, and records the correspondence between the member and the 

smart usb-key. Security administrator is also responsible for others management of key such 

as withdrawing, updating, and etc.  

After getting smart usb-key, members of a team must set Personal Identification Number 

for his/her own smart usb-key. Personal Identification Number is a password for a user to use 

his/her own smart usb-key. In application, the member of a team use his/her own smart usb-

key to encrypt or decrypt authorized electronic document.  

For documents shared in members of the same team, random symmetric key is used to 

encrypt the document, and team’s public key is used to protect the symmetric key. Only 

members of this same team can decrypt and get the symmetric key using team A’s private key 

to access the encrypted document. 

For document exchanged accessing between two different teams, for example, member A 

of team A authorizes members of team B to access a confidential document, he uses public 

key of team B to protect the document (as the same, random symmetric key is used to encrypt 

the document and public key is used to protect the symmetric key), and members of team B 

can decrypt and get the symmetric key using team B’s private key to access the encrypted 

document.  

Algorithms of authorization, authentication, encryption, and decryption in this method are 

described in detail as following, through an implement example of transparent encryption 

system using Office plug-in technology. 

 

4. Principle of Office Plug-in Transparent Encryption 

Series of Windows operating system are used widely for information processing, almost all 

of electronic documents stored in personal computers are edited and accessed using Microsoft 

Office software, for example, word, excel, and etc. These electronic documents edited using 

Microsoft Office software is usually called Office documents. So more and more people 

focus on Security and confidentiality about Office documents. Office software allows user 

setting password for a file to protect document’s content. Once user has set password for an 

Office document, if someone try to open or edit this document, he will be required to input 

correct password. Many facts have proved that the password protection function that the 

office software provides is weak and there exist many available methods and tools on the 

network to crack this password. 

Transparent encryption technology can decrypt or encrypts file data automatically when 

user opens or saves file. This technology is achieved by using system file drivers or system 

API hook. Because need resident in memory and monitoring user’s file operation ，this 

technology will consume more CPU or memory sources and lead windows operating system 

to more unstable, even crash.  

Plug-in encryption can solve above problems well. Plug-in is a kind of program which is 

programmed following pre-defined uniform specification. Plug-in can extends functions of 

application software without compiling codes of software again. Once uniform specification 

about a plug-in for some software application is made public, anyone or company can release 

his/her own plug-in to add new function for that application. There are so many Plug-in 

products for Microsoft corporation's office software because of its wide usage. 

Principle of transparent encryption using plug-in to encrypt/decrypt office document is 

illustrated as Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Principle of Office Plug-in Transparent Encryption 

When windows system is running, first, run regsvr32 command to register office 

encryption plug-in, then when office software is running, two button will be added to its tool 

bar, one is encrypting button, the other is decrypting button. 

Once the encrypting button is clicked, data in edit area will be changed from plaintext into 

ciphertext, and cannot be edited again. Then if the decrypting button is clicked, data in edit 

area will be changed from ciphertext into plaintext again, and be allowed to edit again. So 

users can see the result immediately when they do encrypt or decrypt operation. If users save 

the document with saving operation, the content saved in the file will be as same as the 

displayed in edit area, that is, plaintext displayed, plaintext saved, ciphertext displayed, 

ciphertext saved, which is so called ‘what you see is what you get’. 

The encrypted file is saved as normal office document file format, that is, it can be opened 

using office software directly, no need to decrypt manually before opening. 

Another advantage of office plug-in encryption is that, it is convenient to encrypt partial 

data chosen by user’s intention. For example, user can choose some paragraph or table’s 

content to encrypt, and keep others data displayed as plaintext. This is specially useful when 

there is only partial data to share in an office document file. 
 

5. Algorithm of Authorization and Encryption 

Define following symbols: 

KO: symmetric key, used for encrypting data of office document. 

SKA: private key of team A, stored in smart usb-key of member A in team A. 

SIDA: serial number of smart usb-key of member A. 

PKB: public key of team B, stored in list of team public key in smart usb-key of member 

A. 

Sigo: digital signature. 

Figure 2 illustrates the member A how to encrypt an Office file transparently and authorize 

this file to team B. 

(1) Member A use Office encrypting plug-in to generate a symmetric key KO randomly. 

(2) Office encrypting plug-in encrypts content of the Office document using key KO, then 

transfers the key to smart usb-key of member A. 
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(3) Smart usb-key concatenates its own SIDA with the key KO, assuming result is R1, and 

encrypts result R1 using public key PKB of team B, assuming result is R2, then makes a 

signature operation to the  result R2 using the private key SKA, the signature operation result 

is Sigo. 

(4) Smart usb-key transfers Sigo to Office encrypting plug-in. 

(5) Office encrypting plug-in saves the encrypted office document file with the digital 

signature Sigo together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Procedure of Authorization and Encryption 

The digital signature Sigo of concatenation result of SIDA and KO encrypted with the 

public key PKB can only be decrypted using private key SKB by members of team B, that is, 

only members of team B can decrypt the file, Members of others team except team B can not 

decrypt the encrypted file. Because signed with the private key SKA, people can know which 

team has authorized and encrypted this file, and because the signature Sigo including the 

serial number of smart usb-key SIDA, people can know which member of team A has 

authorized and encrypted this file. This satisfies the requirement of auditing. 

Every office document file is encrypted with different symmetric key, this reduces the risk 

of batch crack over encrypted Office documents. 

 

6. Algorithm of Authentication and Decryption 

Define following symbols additionally:  

PKA: public key of team A, stored in list of team public key in smart usb-key of member B 

in team B. 

SKB: private key of team B, stored in smart usb-key of member B. 

After getting the encrypted office document file, the member B uses his/her own smart 

usb-key to authenticate and decrypt the file as following: 

(1) Office encrypting plug-in gets the digital signature Sigo from the encrypted office 

document file, transfers the digital signature Sigo to the smart usb-key of member B.  
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(2) The smart usb-key receives the digital signature Sigo, searches and retrieves the public 

key PKA in list of team public key stored in it, and unsigns Sigo  with PKA , assuming the 

result is R2’, then decrypts the result R2’ using the private key SKB of team B, assuming the 

result is R1. The last operation is to detach SIDA′and KO′ from result R1. In this 

procedure, if any operation of unsign or decrypt fails, procedure will be stopped, and an error 

message will be sent to the Office encrypting plug-in. 

(3) The smart usb-key sends success message and the symmetric key KO′to the Office 

encrypting plug-in. The Office encrypting plug-in then decrypts the office document file 

using this symmetric key.  

This algorithm can assures that only members who have been authorized and have correct 

smart usb-key can get the correct symmetric key and decrypt the encrypted office document 

file. 

 

7. System Analysis 

The security characteristics of this cross-access method and the example system 

implemented in this paper include: 

(1) Key management is offline, simple and effective. This can avoid the security 

vulnerabilities and complexity of management arosed by using of PKI[9-10]. 

(2) It can trace and audit which member of which team has authorized a file afterwards. 

(3) Symmetric key used to encrypt file is generated randomly, this can reduce the risk of 

batch crack over encrypted file. 

(4) It can be applied securely among different sections or departments whether a share 

network exists or not. Asymmetric keys are stored securely in smart usb-key, safe and ease to 

use, and will never appear on any host or network, except for the key management server. 

(5) The key management server is offline. 

Furthermore, the encrypting plug-in software is convenient to install, and its size is small 

enough to be stored in smart usb-key. These are especially suitable for secrecy exchange and 

migration among different sections or departments. 

 

8. Conclusion 

A kind of offline team confidential document application mode, which is 

distinguished from current any application mode in practical, is defined and analyzed 

for special confidential demand in this paper. In response, a cross -access method based 

on offline key management for this application mode is described in detail, and a 

transparent encryption system is implemented using Microsoft Office plug-in to 

illustrate this method. Document types of Microsoft Office word and excel have been 

supported in this system. It proves that this method is simple and effective for co-

confidential application among many sections or departments which are loose coupling.  
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